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NOW
11

Emkendorf forest
to

Bokelholm

Start Emkendorf, at a forest junction north of the village

Finish Bokelholm, at the fi re station

Distance 8.20km

Duration 1 hour 46 minutes

Access Occasional buses 600m distant from start of section.

Facilities None.

11.1 Emkendorf, at a forest junction north of the village 0m

11.2 N from junction for 220m, then L; after 600m, R; bear L with main path; with open 
ground L, R on path then L through woods past Grillplatz ; bear L then turn R and 
follow track out to road; R, then in 60m, L; after 550m, R, then L in 350m; in 650m, 
past lake, R across open land; bend L then R; pass paddock and farm buildings; R at 
T-junction and on to second T-junction.

4840m

11.3 L, then L fork; over motorway to farm buildings; after 650m, L, then bend R to pass 
a wood on R; R (Timmerhorstweg) L (Jahnstraße); R (Mitt elweg) to fi re station at 
junction with Rendsburger Chaussee.

3360m

The red and blue stripes running down the pages in these documents 
(and separating the text from captions and users’ notes) are the heraldic 
colours of the Land of Schleswig-Holstein, through which the route passes.
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This section of the walk 
starts at the junction of 
forest tracks 600m north of 

the northern extremity of the tiny village of 
Emkendorf.

If you have been using Kiel as a base for the 
start of the Nord-Ostsee-Wanderweg (or the 
end, if you are walking eastwards), then this 
is your fi nal Kiel call: this is the outer limit 
of the city’s gravitational fi eld. Note that 
there is only one morning bus (on the days 
that the service runs) from Kiel: it leaves 
Hauptbahnhof at 0746, giving you a start at 
about 0845. Ask for Emkendorf, Abzweigung 
Kleinvollstedt (it may help to know that 
Abzweigung means turn-off ) — it’s the bus 
stop just after Emkendorf, Blaue Pforte.

From the bus stop, enter the woodland, 
taking the more prominent, right-hand 
track which borders a fi eld on the right for 
part of its length. In about 600m, you will 
reach the T-junction, with the Nord-Ostsee-
Wanderweg coming in from the right.

Between here and Rendsburg, there is neither 
public transport nor refreshment facilities: 

you will need to carry everything on this section.

There are limited opportunities to park a support vehicle in the vicinity 
of the bus stop.

Start off  in a northerly direction from the T-junction. 
After about 220m, take a path which goes off  to the left. 
Follow this path for about 600m, then turn right onto 

a path which crosses at a T-junction. This path bears left, and soon has 
open ground to the left for some time. After a left-hand bend, the path 
gives out onto a road.

Turn right onto the road, then after 60m, turn left onto a path running 
through a wood. After 650m, turn right off  this path. When you reach the 
tall grasses which fringe Rümlandteich (a lake), bear left: you will soon 
come to the edge of the lake. Continue ahead, ignoring a path to the right 
which borders the lake, but wheeling round to the left.

Take a path to the right, crossing open land. This path will wheel fi rst 
to the left, and then to the right, before passing a paddock on the right. 
Pass some farm buildings, and then bear left with the path to reach a 
T-junction. Turn right here, and take the road up to a second T-junction, 
with the thrum of the motorway in your ears.

Turn left at this T-junction, and take the left fork ahead (the right fork takes 
you to a farm at Witt enkamp). Take the rising road to cross the motorway 
by a bridge: on the descent there is a left-and-right Z-bend, at the end 

11.1

11.2

On the forest track, north of 
the T-junction at the start of 
the section
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of which, there 
are more farm 
buildings.

About 650m beyond the farm 
buildings, take the road which 
leads off  to the left: eventually, it 
bends to the right and borders a 
wood on its right-hand side. At 
the end of the wood, turn right 
(crossing the drainage ditch 
which separates road from wood) 
onto Timmerhorstweg. This road 
leads into Bokelholm.

Ignore the fi rst village street on 
your left (Lange Reihe), but take 
the second (Jahnstraße). Then 
take the fi rst street on the right 
(Mitt elweg), which leads directly 
to the junction with Rendsburger 
Chaussee. The fi re station is on 
your left, and straight ahead is a 
level crossing on the railway line 
which links Rendsburg with Kiel.

This point is the end of this section of the Nord-Ostsee-Wanderweg.

This is a viable point for pick-up or drop-off  by a supporting car and 
driver.

11.3

Approaching 
Timmerhorstweg,

south of Bokelholm


